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Abstract—In this paper we present Position-Based Multi-
cast (PBM), a multicast routing algorithm for mobile ad-hoc
networks which does neither require the maintenance of a
distribution structure (e.g., a tree or a mesh) nor resorts to
flooding of data packets. Instead a forwarding node uses
information about the positions of the destinations and its
own neighbors to determine the next hops that the packet
should be forwarded to and is thus very well suited for
highly dynamic networks. PBM is a generalization of exist-
ing position-based unicast routing protocols such as face-2
or GPSR. The key contributions of PBM are rules for the
splitting of multicast packets and a repair strategy for sit-
uations where there exists no direct neighbor that makes
progress toward one or more destinations. The characteris-
tics of PBM are evaluated in detail by means of simulation.

Index Terms— Ad-Hoc Networks, Position-Based Rout-
ing, Multicast.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many applications envisioned for mobile ad-hoc net-
works rely on group communication. Communication
during disaster relief, networked games, and emergency
warnings in vehicular networks are common examples for
these applications. As a consequence multicast routing in
mobile ad-hoc networks has received significant attention
over the recent years.

In this paper we present a Position-Based Multicast
routing protocol (PBM), which uses the geographic po-
sition of the nodes to make forwarding decisions. In
contrast to existing approaches PBM neither requires the
maintenance of a distribution structure (i.e., a tree or a
mesh) nor resorts to flooding. PBM is a generalization of
existing position-based unicast routing protocols, such as
face-2 [1] or Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR)
[2]. The general idea of these position-based unicast rout-
ing algorithms is to select the next hop based on position
information such that a packet is forwarded in the geo-
graphical direction of the destination.

Position-based routing can be divided into two main
functional elements: the location service and position-
based forwarding. Thelocation service is used to map

the unique identifier (such as an IP address) of a node to
its geographical position. For the remainder of this work
we assume that an appropriate location service is present
which supplies the sender of a packet with the geograph-
ical position of the packets’ destinations. Examples for
existing location services that can be used for this pur-
pose are Homezone [3], the Grid Location Service (GLS)
[4] or the location service part of DREAM [5].

Position-based forwarding for unicast is performed by a
node to select one of its neighbors in transmission range as
the next hop the packet should be forwarded to. Usually,
for the forwarding decision the geographical positions of
the node itself, its direct neighbors, and the packet’s des-
tination need to be known. With this information, the
forwarding node selects one of its neighbors as a next
hop such that the packet makes progress towards the ge-
ographical position of the destination. It is possible that
there is no neighbor with progress towards the destination
while there still exists a valid route to the destination. The
packet is then said to have reached a local optimum. In
this case arecovery strategy is used to escape the local
optimum and to find a path towards the destination.

The most important characteristic of position-based
routing is that forwarding decisions are based on local
knowledge. It is not necessary to create and maintain a
global route from the sender to the destination. There-
fore, position-based routing is commonly regarded as
highly scalable and very robust against frequent topolog-
ical changes. It is particular well suited for environments
where the nodes have access to their geographical posi-
tion, such as in inter-vehicle-communication [6], [7].

In order to extend position-based routing to multicast
two key problems have to be solved. First, at certain nodes
a multicast packet has to be split into multiple copies in or-
der to reach all destinations, the challenge being to decide
when such a copy should be created. Second, the recov-
ery strategy used to escape from a local optimum needs to
be adapted to take multiple destinations into account. The
key contributions of this work are solutions for both prob-
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lems. The proposed algorithms are evaluated by means of
simulation.

The remainder of this work is structured as follows.
Section II gives an overview of related work in the area
of multicast routing for mobile ad-hoc networks. Section
III describes the Position-Based Multicast protocol in de-
tail. The characteristics and performance of the protocol
are then investigated by means of simulations in Section
IV. Section V outlines how membership and position in-
formation could be made available in a scalable manner
while Section VI concludes this paper with a summary
and an outlook to future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Most existing multicast routing protocols for mobile
ad-hoc networks maintain some form of distribution struc-
ture for the delivery of multicast packets. They can be
classified into tree-based and mesh-based approaches. In
tree-based multicast routing protocols data packets are
forwarded on a single path to a given receiver. The
union of the paths to all receivers forms the multicast-tree,
which may be sender specific or common to all senders
in a multicast session. Examples of tree-based multi-
cast routing protocols for mobile ad-hoc networks are:
Reservation-Based Multicast (RMB) [8], Ad Hoc Multi-
cast Routing Protocol (AMRoute) [9], Ad Hoc Multicast
Routing Protocol Utilizing Increasing Id-Numbers (AM-
RIS) [10], Bandwidth Efficient Multicast Routing Proto-
col [11], Multicast Ad Hoc on Demand Distance Vector
Routing (MAODV) [12], Multicast Core Extraction Dis-
tributed Ad Hoc Routing (MCEDAR) [13], and Adaptive
Demand-Driven Multicast Routing (ADMR) [14]. Typi-
cally these approaches include mechanisms such as local
repair of the distribution tree or backup paths in order to
compensate for the frequent topological changes in an ad-
hoc network.

In mesh-based approaches there may be multiple paths
to each receiver. This redundancy provides increased
protection against topological changes. Examples of
mesh-based multicast routing protocols for mobile ad-hoc
networks are: On Demand Multicast Routing Protocol
(ODMRP) [15], Core-Assisted Mesh Protocol (CAMP)
[16], Neighbor Supporting Ad hoc Multicast Routing Pro-
tocol (NSMRP) [17], and Dynamic Core Based Multicast
Routing Protocol (DCMP) [18].

Both, tree- and mesh-based multicast routing protocols,
need to maintain state information about the distribution
structure. Thus they are limited to environments where
the node mobility and the distance covered by the network
is such that the state is still valid (or can be locally re-
paired) while a packet traverses the distribution structure.

When this cannot be guaranteed, it has been proposed to
use flooding to achieve a reliable form of multicast [19].

Knowledge about the geographical position of nodes
has been used in [20] to improve ODMRP with mobility
prediction and in [21] to limit flooding when the multicast
group members reside in one specific geographic area. In
Dynamic Source Multicast (DSM) [22] each node floods
the network with information about its own position, thus
each node knows the position of all other nodes in the ad-
hoc network. The sender of a multicast packet then con-
structs a multicast tree from the position information of
all receivers. This tree is efficiently encoded in the header
of the packet.

In contrast to the existing approaches Position-Based
Multicast (PBM), as described in this work, does nei-
ther require the maintenance of state about a distribution
structure nor does it resort to flooding of the data pack-
ets. Instead each node that forwards a multicast packet
autonomously determines the neighbors that it should for-
ward the packet to. This decision is based on information
about the position of the destination nodes, the position
of the forwarding node, and the position of the forward-
ing node’s neighbors. It can be regarded as an adaptation
of position-based unicast routing schemes such as face-2
[1] and Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [2] to
multicast routing.

III. POSITION-BASED MULTICAST

For multicast it is necessary to establish a distribution
tree among the nodes, along which packets are forwarded
towards the destinations. At the branching points of the
tree, copies of the packet are sent along all the branches.
Two – potentially conflicting – properties are desirable for
such a distribution tree: (1) the length of the paths to the
individual destinations should be minimal and (2) the to-
tal number of hops needed to forward the packet to all
destinations should be as small as possible. If the topol-
ogy of the network is known, a distribution tree that opti-
mizes the first criterion can be obtained by combining the
shortest paths to the destinations. Wherever these paths
diverge, the packet is split. The second criterion is op-
timized by so-called Steiner trees (see e.g., [23]) which
connect source and destinations with the minimum possi-
ble number of hops. A formulation of the Steiner prob-
lem for wireless networks where packets are broadcast
to neighboring nodes is given in [24]. However, with
position-based routing, routing decisions are based solely
on local knowledge, thus neither the shortest paths to all
destinations nor (heuristics for) Steiner trees can be used
directly. Instead PBM uses locally available information
to approximate the optima for both properties.
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For the remainder of this work we assume that each
node that forwards a packet has access to the following
information:

1) The node’s own geographical position: This infor-
mation can be provided by a positioning service
such as GPS [25].

2) The position of all neighbors within transmission
range: The position of a node is made available to
its direct neighbors in form of periodically transmit-
ted beacons.

3) The positions of the destinations: these may be in-
cluded in the packet or available locally (i.e., be-
cause a location service distributes position infor-
mation about all nodes to all other nodes within the
network, such as it is done in DREAM).

Given this information the main task of a forwarding
node in PBM is to find a set of neighbors that should for-
ward the packet next. We call these neighbors thenext
hop nodes. The current node will assign each destination
of the packet to exactly one next hop node. Each next
hop node then becomes forwarding node for this packet
towards the assigned destinations. If the current node se-
lects more than one next hope node, then the multicast
packet is split. This may be required in order to reach
destinations which are located in different directions rela-
tive to the forwarding node. The most important property
of PBM is that each forwarding node autonomously de-
cides how to forward the packet. This decision requires
no global distribution structure such as a tree or a mesh.

There are two distinct cases that can occur when a for-
warding node selects the next hop nodes: either for each
destination exists at least one neighbor which is closer to
that destination than the forwarding node itself. In this
casegreedy multicast forwarding is used. Otherwise the
node employsperimeter multicast forwarding.

A. Greedy Multicast Forwarding

As discussed above, a multicast distribution tree ide-
ally optimizes two criteria. First, the distance towards
the destination nodes should be minimized and hence
the progress of the packet towards the destinations max-
imized. Second, the (global) bandwidth usage should be
minimized. Thus the objective function of a forwarding
node should consist of two elements, one for each objec-
tive. Optimizing the progress of the packet can be done in
the following way. Letk be the forwarding node,N the set
of all neighbors ofk, W the set of all subsets ofN, Z the
set of all destination nodes, andd(x,y) a function which
measures the distance between nodesx andy. Given a set
of next hop nodesw ∈W the overall remaining distance to
all destinations of a multicast packet can be calculated as

shown in Equation 1. In this equation for each destination
the next hop node in the setw is chosen which is closest to
that destination. Using Equation 1 as the sole optimization
criterion would lead to a splitting of the multicast packet
as soon as there is no single neighbor which provides the
largest progress towards all destinations. This may be un-
desirable since it ignores the bandwidth usage.

fd(w) = ∑
z∈Z

min
m∈w

(d(m,z)) (1)

In order to consider the bandwidth usage we include
the number of next hop nodes as a second element into
the optimization criterion. The overall optimization crite-
rion that determines which set of next hop nodesw ∈ W
should be selected as next forwarding nodes is given in
Equation 2.

f (w) = λ
|w|
|N|

+(1−λ)
∑z∈Z minm∈w(d(m,z))

∑z∈Z(d(k,z))
(2)

The first part of the equation determines the number of
next hop neighbors and normalizes it to a value between
[0,1] by dividing it by the total number of neighbors ofk.
The second part determines the remaining overall distance
from the next hop nodes towards the destinations and nor-
malizes this to a value between[0,1] by dividing it by the
remaining overall distance calculated from the forwarding
nodek to the destinations.λ∈ [0,1] determines the weight
of each objective. Ifλ is close to 0 multicast packets will
be split early, while forλ close to 1 the multicast packet
will only be split if this is enforced by the restriction that
there must be progress for each destination. An example
for the impact ofλ on the path that a multicast packet takes
through the network is shown in Figure 1.

It is to be expected that the number of hops that a packet
traverses from the source to a given destination increases
with increasingλ, i.e., the path towards each destination
becomes less direct. On the other hand the total number
of single hop transmissions required to deliver the packet
from the source to all destinations is likely to decrease
whenλ increases from 0 up to a certain values < 1. The
decrease of single hop transmissions whenλ is increased
from a value close to 0 tos is caused by the fact that pack-
ets are split later and thus less single hop transmissions
take place. However, if a packet is split very late, i.e.,
λ > s then the total number of hops may increase again.

These considerations can be illustrated with the simple
topology given in Figure 2. LetA be the forwarding node
andB as well asC the destinations of a multicast packet.
Let us further assume that the node density is high enough
so that a packet can be split virtually anywhere and that the
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(c) Steiner tree (ignoring intermediate
nodes’ positions and reachability)

Fig. 1. Effect ofλ

distance to the destinations is much larger than the radio
range. IfA decided to split the packet, the copies would be
forwarded alongAB andAC, taking the most direct path
to the destinations. For a minimum number of total hops
for the distribution of the packet to all destinations, the
packet should be forwarded alongAD and nodeD should
then split the packet and send copies to the final destina-
tions (as indicated by “Steiner” in the graph). If the packet
is not split atD but forwarded further, the total number of
hops as well as the lengths of the individual paths to the
destinations increase again. Therefore, the packet should
ideally be split somewhere betweenA andD. Sinceλ de-
termines how early a packet should be split, there will be
a values < 1 for λ where the total number of single hop
transmission will be minimal. We determine a value fors
by means of simulation in Section IV.

A

B

C

D

Direct
Steiner

Fig. 2. Effect ofλ on the number of single hop transmissions

B. Perimeter Multicast Forwarding

Applying greedy multicast forwarding may lead to a sit-
uation where the packet arrives at a node that does not
have neighbors providing progress for one or more desti-
nations. An example of this is depicted in Figure 3: the

copy of the multicast packet which is on its way toD2,
D3, andD4, as well as the copy forD5 get stuck in a local
optimum.

Fig. 3. Greedy Multicast Routing Failure

For position-based unicast, this problem has been
solved by applying a modification of the right hand rule
([1], [2]). The basic idea is to traverse the boundaries of
gaps in the network until greedy forwarding can be re-
sumed. To this end the graph formed by the connections
(edges) between mobile nodes is planarized, i.e., inter-
secting edges are removed. This planarization is based
on Relative Neighborhood or Gabriel Graphs [26], [27].
It can be done individually by each node based on local
knowledge and does not partition the graph.
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On the planarized graph the right hand rule can be used
to escape the local optimum: the node where the local
optimum is reached calculates a virtual edge from itself
to the destination. The packet is then transmitted over
the next edge counter-clockwise of that virtual edge. A
packet transmitted this way is said to be inperimeter
mode. When a packet is received by a node in perime-
ter mode, then this node checks if it is closer to the des-
tination than the node where the packet entered perimeter
mode. If this is the case the packet is reverted togreedy
mode and forwarded in greedy fashion. If this is not the
case the packet is forwarded over the next edge counter-
clockwise from the edge it arrived on. The combination of
perimeter and greedy forwarding guarantees that the des-
tination is reached, as long as the network is static and as
long as a valid connection between source and destination
exists.

For PBM we generalized this algorithm to support
packets with multiple destinations. If a node in PBM de-
tects that it has no neighbors with forward progress for
one or more destinations, then multicast perimeter mode
is initialized for these destinations. For all other desti-
nations greedy multicast forwarding is used. As in the
unicast case the parameter mode is performed on the pla-
narized graph (PBM uses Gabriel Graphs for planariza-
tion). The virtual edge used for the initialization is calcu-
lated as the connection between the current node and the
position representing the average of the positions of the af-
fected destination nodes. The multicast perimeter packet
is then transmitted over the first edge counter-clockwise
of the virtual edge.

When a node receives a perimeter multicast packet, it
checks for each destination, if it is closer to that desti-
nation than the node where the packet entered perimeter
multicast mode. For all destinations where this is the case
greedy multicast forwarding can be resumed, for all other
destinations perimeter multicasting is continued by trans-
mitting the packet over the next edge counter-clockwise
of the edge where the packet arrived.

Automatically splitting a packet into copies that are to
be forwarded in greedy multicast mode and a copy that
is to use perimeter multicast may cause the transmission
of the same packet to two nodes which are located in the
same direction, or even to the same node twice. In order to
reduce the load on the network PBM includes an optional
combination of greedy and perimeter multicast forward-
ing: if some, but not all, destinations of a packet require
perimeter multicast forwarding, then the next hop is de-
termined using the perimeter rules from above. All copies
of the packet with destinations for which greedy forward-
ing could be used also select this node as the next hop, if

it provides progress towards the copy’s destination. This
reduces the number of copies of the same packet in the
network. It comes at the cost of a potentially increased
path length towards the individual destinations. Figure 4
shows how the problem depicted in Figure 3 is solved us-
ing perimeter multicast routing with and without combin-
ing perimeter and greedy packets.

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluated the performance and behavior of PBM by
means of simulation. The primary goal of these simula-
tions was to understand the proposed routing algorithm
with acceptable empirical significance when used in net-
work topologies of reasonable size. The simulation of
multicast routing protocols is more demanding than the
simulation of unicast routing for two main reasons:

• The simulated network needs to be sufficiently large
to be able to distinguish between flooding and multi-
casting a packet. Given a radio range of 250 meters
and 5 or more destinations, areas of the size com-
monly use for unicast simulations (with a side length
of a few hundred meters to one or two kilometers)
are too small for this purpose.

• The early loss of a multicast packet will lead to a drop
for multiple destinations. Thus the loss rate is subject
to a much higher variance than for unicast. As a con-
sequence the number of simulation runs should be
higher.

For these reasons the simulated networks contain more
than 1000 nodes on an area of 4km by 4km or larger and
the number of simulation runs is on the order of 1000 for
a large number of parameter combinations (about 200).
This is currently feasible neither with ns-2 nor with Glo-
MoSim. We thus decided to implement the simulation in
C++ without the use of a dedicated simulation environ-
ment. In our simulation nodes can communicate if they
are within radio range, the transmission of a packet takes
10 ms and there is no simulation of a MAC-layer. We
are fully aware that this does not allow the investigation
of MAC-layer interaction with PBM. However, this ap-
proach had the key advantage that we were able to ob-
serve the characteristics of the routing algorithm itself in
a much more detailed manner and with much more empir-
ical significance than could otherwise be done. We intend
to perform separate studies on the interaction of PBM with
specific MAC layers such as IEEE 802.11 for selected pa-
rameter combinations and reduced network size in the fu-
ture.
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(a) Paths taken without combining perimeter and greedy packets (b) Paths taken with combining perimeter and greedy packets

Fig. 4. Perimeter multicast routing

A. Simulation Setup

We simulated the behavior of PBM using three different
simulation areas: small (2000 by 2000 meters), medium
(4000 by 4000 meters), and large (8000 by 8000 meters).
For each area we investigated multiple node densities (30,
40, 50, 60 node perkm2) with the nodes initially being
randomly placed in the simulation area with an equal dis-
tribution. Node movement follows the random waypoint
model [28], the node speed was randomly chosen with an
equal distribution for each node out of an interval between
0m/s and a certain maximum speed (0m/s, 10m/s, 20m/s,
30m/s, 40m/s, 50m/s), the pause time was set to 0 seconds.
For each packet one sender and a number of receivers (5,
10, 15, 20, 25, 30) was chosen such that all destinations
reside in the same network partition as the sender. Then
one packet was transmitted. After the packet traversed the
network, the nodes were redistributed, and a new sender
as well as new receivers were selected. This process was
repeated 1000 times.

B. Delivery Rate

As in position-based unicast, PBM is guaranteed to suc-
cessfully deliver all packets in a static network where the
sender and all receivers reside within the same network
partition. In a dynamic network the use of the perimeter
mode may lead to routing loops and thus to packet drops.
Figure 5 shows how such a loop can come into existence.
In this figure the source of the packet isS, the destina-
tion is D and in nodeu the packet enters perimeter mode.

While the packet traverses the link fromv to w, a con-
nection is established betweenx and v because of node
movement. The packet will then be caught in the triangle
formed byv, w andx and will consequently be dropped.

Fig. 5. Routing Loop in a Dynamic Network

We investigated the likeliness of packet loss caused by
this event with respect to mobility and node density. Only
those simulation runs were taken into account where the
sender and all receivers resided within the same partition
for the complete simulation run. We counted the number
of destinations that were not reached and related it to the
overall number of destinations. The result is the loss rate.
Figure 6 shows the loss rate for the medium size area with
5 destinations per transmitted packet. It can be seen that
the likeliness for a packet drop caused by a routing loop
increases with a decrease in node density. This is the case
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since routing loops can only occur in perimeter mode and
the likeliness for a packet using the perimeter mode in-
creases with a decrease in node density. Also it can be
observed that the likeliness for a routing loop increases
when the node mobility increases. This is not surprising,
since node mobility is the reason why a routing loop is
formed. Examining the values of the loss rate, it can be
noted that it remains fairly low (below 2%) for node den-
sities above 50 nodes perkm2, even if the node mobility
is extremely high.
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lossrate

Fig. 6. Lossrate without Hop Limit

The second problem that perimeter routing may en-
counter is caused by the fact that the border of an area
without nodes is always traversed counter-clockwise, even
though half of the time a clockwise traversal would lead
to a shorter route. If the area traversed in this way is very
large, or if it is the outer boundary of the network, then
the required number of hops for this traversal may be un-
acceptably high if the wrong choice for the orientation of
the traversal is made. An example for this is depicted in
Figure 7.

In order to determine the effect of this problem we as-
signed each packet at hop-count. When this hop-count
exceeds a predefined value, then the packet is dropped.
This value was set to 200 which prevents a packet from
traversing the outer boundary of the network. Any packet
exceeding this hop count was dropped. This was done
in addition to the packet drops reported above. The re-
sult of this simulation is shown in Figure 8. It should be
pointed out that this figure does include the drops caused
by looping packets. With this fact it is remarkable that
the total amount of lost packets is almost completely in-
dependent of node speeds. It is easy to see that the likeli-
ness of encountering a perimeter that leads to a traversal
of the boundaries of the network depends only on the node
density. However, at a first glance one would expect that
this is in addition to the packet drops caused by routing

Fig. 7. Perimeter Problem in a Static Network

loops. This is not the case since packets that traverse the
boundary of the network have a much longer path than
other packets. Thus the likeliness that they encounter a
routing loop is much higher than for other packets. As a
consequence, the vast majority of packets that are caught
in routing loops are packets that traverse the boundary of
the network. An increase of speed does therefore only
change the reason why a packet is discarded (routing loop
vs. hop count exceeded) but has no significant impact on
the overall loss rate in Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. Lossate with a Hop Limit of 200

Concluding it can be said that for node densities of
about 50 nodes or more perkm2 PBM will have very low
loss rates. In addition the main cause for packet loss is the
traversal of the network boundary. If the network bound-
ary is sufficiently far away from communication partners
then the loss rates should decrease substantially. Further-
more is seems worthwhile to investigate approaches to
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improve the decision about the orientation of the traver-
sal if information is available about the boundaries of the
network (e.g., rivers, lakes). Since PBM is a generaliza-
tion these observations also hold for position based uni-
cast routing as proposed in face-2 and GPSR.

C. Average Path Length

We define theaverage path length to be the average
number of hops that a packet traverses on its path from
the sender to each receiver. Thus the average path length
measures how direct the path towards the destinations is
and thereby how much delay the packet will encounter.
We were interested in understanding how the choice ofλ
would influence the average path length. Our hypothesis
was that the average path length increases with increasing
λ, since a small value forλ would lead to an optimization
of the packet progress, while a large value ofλ would de-
lay the splitting of the packet. We variedλ from 0 to 1
in 0.05 increments for all combinations of the remaining
simulation parameters as described above. We considered
only those simulation runs which did not include packet
loss or packets which traversed to outer boundary of the
network.

Figure 9 shows how the path length depends onλ for
the medium size region. This figure contains 24 graphs,
each representing one combination of parameters: 40, 50
and 60 nodes perkm2, maximum speed of 0, 20, 40,
60 and the optional combination of greedy and perime-
ter packets turned on and off. There are three groups of
graphs, one group for each node density. It is clear that
with an increase in node density the path length will de-
crease, since a more direct path becomes possible. All 24
graphs show the same main characteristic: the path length
increases steadily while the value forλ is increased.

Surprisingly the combination of greedy and perimeter
multicast packets did not have a major impact in any of
our simulation runs. A further investigation suggested that
it rarely alters the path of the packet significantly. As one
would expect, the maximum speed had no impact on the
path length.

D. Number of Single-Hop Transmissions

Thenumber of single-hop transmissions is determined
by counting all transmissions that are required to forward
the multicast packet to all destinations. It is a measure for
the load on the network, caused by the multicast packet.
As described in the previous section we expected that for
a given set of parameters the number of single-hop trans-
mission will reach a global minimum for a value ofλ be-
tween 0 and 1.
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Fig. 9. Effect ofλ on the average path length

Figure 10 shows how the number of single-hop trans-
missions depends onλ for the medium size region. Again
the node density has a major impact: the more nodes, the
less single-hops transmissions are required. This results
in the same grouping of graphs as it has been observed
for the path length. Over all simulations the shape of the
graph is almost identical for all parameter combinations,
with the minimum between 0.3 and 0.6. Neither the max-
imum speed nor the combination of greedy and perimeter
packets did have a significant impact on the number of
single-hop transmissions.

These results indicate that a true trade off between the
goals of minimizing the average path length and minimiz-
ing the number of single-hop transmissions only exists for
values ofλ between 0 and 0.6. Values that are not in this
range are dominated by the other values and should not be
used.
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Fig. 10. Effect ofλ on the number of single-hop transmissions

E. Bandwidth Reduction

Multicast is primarily used to reduce the bandwidth re-
quirement when the same packet needs to be delivered to
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multiple destinations. Thus it is interesting to compare the
number of single hop transmissions that are required for
the transmission of the packet when unicast is used to the
number of single hop transmissions that are used when
the packet is delivered via multicast. In order to make
this comparison possible we determined the average path
length withλ set to 0. We then multiplied this value by the
number of destinations. This results in the number of sin-
gle hop transmissions that would be required if position-
based unicast had been used. We compared this value to
the number of single hop transmissions of PBM withλ
selected such that the number of single hop transmissions
is minimal. This was done by dividing the multicast value
by the unicast value for distinct settings of area size, num-
ber of nodes and number of destinations. Figure 11 shows
how the reduction in single hop transmissions increases as
the number of destinations grows. The setting from which
this graph was derived is a medium sized area with a node
density of 60 nodes perkm2 and a maximum node velocity
of 30 meters per second. Other combinations of parame-
ters yield similar results with the reduction of single-hop
transmissions reaching about 66% for 30 destinations.

In addition to reducing the number of single hop trans-
mission the usage of multicast also prevents the overload
of the network close to the sender. These hot-spots ap-
pear at the sender if the same unicast packet is transmitted
once per destination. While the overall load on the net-
work is reduced by the amount shown in Figure 11 the
reduction in those critical areas of the network is actually
much higher: it is reduced by a factor which depends lin-
early on the number of destinations.
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Fig. 11. Reduction of Single-Hop Transmissions

V. GROUP MEMBERSHIP ANDPOSITION

INFORMATION

In order to work as described in the previous sections
PBM requires that a forwarding node knows the identity

and the position of all destinations. While it is conceiv-
able that the sender of a packet gathers this information
and places it in the packet header, this does not seem to be
viable for large receiver sets. In particular this would in-
crease the size of the header and thus limit the key benefit
of multicast, i.e., the reduction of the required bandwidth.
We are currently investigating the modification of existing
location services such as GLS [4] or DREAM [5] to in-
clude group membership information along with position
information. This would allow PBM to make the forward-
ing decision at each node without including overhead in
the data packets. Furthermore it is possible to aggregate
multiple destinations that are located in one geographic
region, such that the distribution of location and member-
ship information requires only minimal resources. This
aggregation can be done hierarchically such that more de-
tailed information about the membership and position of
members becomes available as the packet moves closer to
those members.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a multicast routing algorithm
for mobile ad-hoc networks. Position-Based Multicast
(PBM) is a generalization of existing unicast routing al-
gorithms (e.g., face-2 or GPSR) which use the geographic
position of the participating nodes for the forwarding of
packets. PBM consists of a greedy forwarding part that
selects the next hop(s) of a packet based on the positions
of the forwarding node, its neighbors and the destinations.
Furthermore a recovery strategy is specified for situations
where greedy forwarding fails. The key advantage of
PBM is that no distribution structure like a tree or mesh
needs to be constructed and maintained. Thus PBM is
very well suited for highly dynamic networks without re-
sorting to flooding of the data packets. In addition the rule
for splitting a multicast packet includes a parameterλ that
may be used to adapt the algorithm to different application
scenarios by controlling the tradeoff between latency and
bandwidth. The application of PBM to a large number of
different network parameters (node speed, network size,
node density) has been investigated by means of simula-
tion. As a consequence the theoretical behavior of PBM in
terms of drop rate, potential for bandwidth reduction and
the effect of the parameterλ is very well understood. The
simulation of selected scenarios with realistic MAC pro-
tocols is currently under way. The key issue that remains
open is the scalable distribution of group membership and
position information. We are currently working on a so-
lution for this problem which is based on an integration
of group membership information into existing location
services.
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